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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic kernel approach to preference learning based on
Gaussian processes. A new likelihood function is proposed to capture the preference
relations in the Bayesian framework. The
generalized formulation is also applicable to
tackle many multiclass problems. The overall approach has the advantages of Bayesian
methods for model selection and probabilistic
prediction. Experimental results compared
against the constraint classiﬁcation approach
on several benchmark datasets verify the usefulness of this algorithm.

1. Introduction
The statement that x is preferred to y can be simply
expressed as an inequality relation f (x) > f (y), where
x and y are outcomes or instances, and f deﬁnes a
preference function. For example, one might prefer
“Star Wars” to “Gone with the Wind”, or given a news
story about the Olympics one might prefer to give it
the label “sports” rather than “politics” or “weather”.
Preference learning has attracted considerable attention in artiﬁcial intelligence research (Doyle, 2004). A
user’s or artiﬁcial agent’s preferences can guide its decisions and behaviors. In machine learning, the preference learning problem can be restricted to two particular cases: learning instance preference and learning label preference, as summarized in Fürnkranz and
Hüllermeier (2005).
The scenario of learning instance preference consists
of a collection of instances {xi } which are associated
with a total or partial order relation. Unlike standard
supervised learning, the training instances are not assigned a single target; the training data consists of a
set of pairwise preferences between instances. The goal
is to learn the underlying ordering over the instances
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from these pairwise preferences. Fiechter and Rogers
(2000) considered an interesting real-world problem
of an adaptive route agent that learns a “subjective”
function from preference judgements collected in the
traces of user interactions. Bahamonde et al. (2004)
studied another challenging problem of evaluating the
merits of beef cattle as meat products from the preferences judgements of the experts. The large margin classiﬁers for preference learning (Herbrich et al.,
1998) were widely adapted for the solution. The problem size is the same as the size of pairwise preferences
we obtained for training, which is usually much larger
than the number of distinct instances.
In label preference learning tasks, the preference relations are observed over the predeﬁned set of labels
for each instance instead of over instances. Many interesting multiclass problems can be cast in the general framework of label ranking, e.g. multiclass singlelabel classiﬁcation, multiclass multilabel classiﬁcation
and hierarchical multiclass categorization etc. HarPeled et al. (2002) presented a constraint classiﬁcation approach that provides a general framework for
multi-classiﬁcation and ranking problems based on binary classiﬁers. Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier (2003)
proposed a pairwise ranking algorithm by decomposing the original problem to a set of binary classiﬁcation problems, one for each pair of labels. Dekel et al.
(2004) presented a boosting-based learning algorithm
for the label ranking problem using log-linear models. Aiolli and Sperduti (2004) discussed a preference
learning model using large margin kernel machines.
Most of the existent algorithms (Aiolli & Sperduti,
2004; Har-Peled et al., 2002; Herbrich et al., 1998)
solve the original problem as an augmented binary
classiﬁcation problem. Based on our recent work on
ordinal regression (Chu & Ghahramani, 2004), we further develop the Gaussian process algorithm for preference learning tasks. Although the basic techniques
we used in these two works are similar, the formulation proposed in this paper is new, more general,
and could be applied to tackle many multiclass classiﬁcation problems. A novel likelihood function is pro-
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posed for preference learning. The problem size of
this approach remains linear with the size of the training instances, rather than growing quadratically. This
approach provides a general Bayesian framework for
model adaptation and probabilistic prediction. The results of numerical experiments compared against that
of the constraint classiﬁcation approach of Har-Peled
et al. (2002) verify the usefulness of our algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the probabilistic approach for preference learning over instances in detail. In section 3 we generalize
this framework to learn label preferences. In section 4,
we empirically study the performance of our algorithm
on three learning tasks, and we conclude in section 5.

2. Learning Instance Preference
Consider a set of n distinct instances xi ∈ Rd denoted
as X = {xi : i = 1, . . . , n}, and a set of m observed
pairwise preference relations on the instances, denoted
as
(1)
D = {vk  uk : k = 1, . . . , m}
where vk ∈ X , uk ∈ X , and vk  uk means the instance vk is preferred to uk . For example, the pair
(vk , uk ) could be two options provided by the automated agent for routing (Fiechter & Rogers, 2000),
while the user may decide to take the route vk rather
than the route uk by his/her own judgement.
2.1. Bayesian Framework
The main idea is to assume that there is an unobservable latent function value f (xi ) associated with
each training sample xi , and that the function values
{f (xi )} preserve the preference relations observed in
the dataset. We impose a Gaussian process prior on
these latent function values, and employ an appropriate likelihood function to learn from the pairwise preferences between samples. The Bayesian framework is
described with more details in the following.
2.1.1. Prior Probability
The latent function values {f (xi )} are assumed to
be a realization of random variables in a zero-mean
Gaussian process (Williams & Rasmussen, 1996). The
Gaussian processes can then be fully speciﬁed by the
covariance matrix. The covariance between the latent
functions corresponding to the inputs xi and xj can
be deﬁned by any Mercer kernel functions (Schölkopf
& Smola, 2002). A simple example is the Gaussian
kernel deﬁned as


d
(2)
K(xi , xj ) = exp − κ2 =1 (xi − xj )2

where κ > 0 and xi denotes the -th element of xi .
Thus the prior probability of these latent function values {f (xi )} is a multivariate Gaussian


1
P(f ) =
− 12 f T Σ−1 f
(3)
n
1 exp
2
2
(2π)

|Σ|

where f = [f (x1 ), f (x2 ), . . . , f (xn )]T , and Σ is the
n × n covariance matrix whose ij-th element is the
covariance function K(xi , xj ) deﬁned as in (2).
2.1.2. Likelihood
A new likelihood function is proposed to capture the
preference relations in (1), which is deﬁned as follows
for ideally noise-free cases:

1 if f (vk ) ≥ f (uk )
Pideal (vk  uk |f (vk ), f (uk )) =
0
otherwise.
(4)
This requires that the latent function values of the instances should be consistent with their preference relations. To allow some tolerance to noise in the inputs
or the preference relations, we could assume the latent
functions are contaminated with Gaussian noise.1 The
Gaussian noise is of zero mean and unknown variance
σ 2 . N (δ; µ, σ 2 ) is used to denote a Gaussian random
variable δ with mean µ and variance σ 2 henceforth.
Then the likelihood function (4) becomes
P (vk  uk |f (vk ), f (uk ))
=

Pideal (vk  uk |f (vk ) + δv , f (uk ) + δu )

N (δv ; 0, σ 2 )N (δu ; 0, σ 2 ) dδv dδu
= Φ (zk )
(5)
z
)−f (uk )
where zk = f (vk√
and
Φ(z)
=
N
(γ;
0,
1)dγ.
−∞
2σ
In optimization-based approaches to machine learning,
the quantity − ln P (vk  uk |f (vk ), f (uk )) is usually
referred to as the loss function, i.e. − ln Φ(zk ). The
derivatives of the loss functions with respect to f (vk )
and f (uk ) are needed in Bayesian methods. The ﬁrst
and second order derivatives of the loss function can
be written as
∂−ln Φ(zk )
(xi ) N (zk ;0,1)
= −s√k2σ
(6)
∂f (xi )
Φ(zk ) ,
 2

2
sk (xi )sk (xj ) N (zk ;0,1)
∂ −ln Φ(zk )
zk N (zk ;0,1)
+ Φ(zk )
∂f (xi )∂f (xj ) =
2σ 2
Φ2 (zk )
(7)
where sk (x) is an indicator function which is +1 if
x = vk ; −1 if x = uk ; 0 otherwise.
The likelihood is the joint probability of observing the
preference relations given the latent function values,
which can be evaluated as a product of the likelihood
function (5), i.e.
m

P (vk  uk |f (vk ), f (uk )) .
(8)
P(D|f ) =
k=1
1

In principle, any distribution rather than a Gaussian
can be assumed for the noise on the latent functions.
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2.1.3. Posterior Probability
Based on Bayes’ theorem, the posterior probability can
then be written as
m
P(f ) 
P (vk  uk |f (vk ), f (uk )) (9)
P(f |D) =
P(D)
k=1

where the prior probability P(f ) is deﬁned as in (3),
the likelihood function is deﬁned
as in (5), and the

normalization factor P(D) = P(D|f )P(f )df .
The Bayesian framework we described above is conditional on the model parameters including the kernel parameters κ in the covariance function (2) that
control the kernel shape, and the noise level σ in the
likelihood function (5). These parameters can be collected into θ, which is the hyperparameter vector. The
normalization factor P(D), more exactly P(D|θ), is
known as the evidence for the hyperparameters. In
the next section, we discuss techniques for hyperparameter learning.
2.2. Model Selection
In a full Bayesian treatment, the hyperparameters
θ must be integrated over the θ-space for prediction. Monte Carlo methods (e.g. Neal, 1996) can
be adopted here to approximate the integral eﬀectively. However these might be computationally prohibitive to use in practice. Alternatively, we consider
model selection by determining an optimal setting for
θ. The optimal values of the hyperparameters can
be simply inferred by maximizing the evidence, i.e.
θ  = arg maxθ P(D|θ). A popular idea for computing
the evidence is to approximate the posterior distribution P(f |D) as a Gaussian, and then the evidence can
be calculated by an explicit formula. In this section,
we applied the Laplace approximation (MacKay, 1994)
in evidence evaluation. The evidence can be calculated
analytically after applying the Laplace approximation
at the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, and
gradient-based optimization methods can then be employed to implement model adaptation by maximizing
the evidence.
2.2.1. maximum a posteriori estimate
The MAP estimate of the latent function values refers
to the mode of the posterior distribution, i.e. f MAP =
arg maxf P(f |D), which is equivalent to the minimizer
of the following functional:
m

1
S(f ) = −
ln Φ(zk ) + f T Σ−1 f .
(10)
2
k=1

Lemma 1. The minimization of the functional S(f ),
deﬁned as in (10), is a convex programming problem.

Proof. The Hessian matrix of S(f ) can be written
2
)
= Σ−1 + Λ where Λ is an n × n matrix whose
as ∂∂fS(f
∂f T
∂2

m

− ln Φ(z )

k
k=1
. From Mercer’s theoij-th entry is
∂f (xi )f (xj )
rem (Schölkopf & Smola, 2002), the covariance matrix
Σ is positive semideﬁnite. The matrix Λ can be shown
to be positive semideﬁnite too as follows. Let y denote a column vector [y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ]T , and assume the
pair (vk , uk ) in the k-th preference relation is associated with the ν-th and ϕ-th samples. By exploiting the property of the second
order derivative
 (7),
m  ∂ 2 −ln Φ(zk )
T
2
and
we have y Λy =
k=1
∂ 2 f (xν ) (yν − yϕ )

∂ 2 −ln Φ(zk )
∂ 2 f (xν )
n 2

> 0 ∀f (xν ) ∈ R. So y T Λy ≥ 0 holds
∀y ∈ R . Therefore the Hessian matrix is a positive
semideﬁnite matrix. This proves the lemma.
The Newton-Raphson formula can be used to ﬁnd the
)
solution for simple cases. As ∂S(f
∂f |f MAP = 0 at the
MAP estimate, we have
f MAP = Σβ
(11)
where β =

∂

m

ln Φ(zk )
|f MAP .
∂f

k=1

2.2.2. Evidence Approximation
The Laplace approximation of S(f ) refers to carrying
out the Taylor expansion at the MAP point and retaining the terms up to the second order (MacKay, 1994).
This is equivalent to approximating the posterior distribution P(f |D) as a Gaussian distribution centered
on f MAP with the covariance matrix (Σ−1 +ΛMAP )−1 ,
where ΛMAP denotes the matrix Λ at the MAP estimate. The evidence can then be computed as an explicit expression, i.e.
1

P(D|θ) ≈ exp(−S(f MAP ))|I + ΣΛMAP |− 2

(12)

where I is an n × n identity matrix. The quantity (12)
is a convenient yardstick for model selection.
2.2.3. Gradient Descent
Grid search can be used to ﬁnd the optimal hyperparameter values θ  , but such an approach is very expensive when a large number of hyperparameters are
involved. For example, automatic relevance determination (ARD) parameters 3 could be embedded into
the covariance function (2) as a means of feature selection. The ARD Gaussian kernel can be deﬁned as


d
(13)
K(xi , xj ) = exp − 12 =1 κ (xi − xj )2
2
Practically we can insert a “jitter” term on the diagonal entries of the matrix to make it positive deﬁnite.
3
The techniques of automatic relevance determination
were originally proposed by MacKay (1994) and Neal
(1996) in the context of Bayesian neural networks as a hierarchical prior over the weights.
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where κ > 0 is the ARD parameter for the -th feature
that controls the contribution of this feature in the
modelling. The number of hyperparameters increases
to d + 1 in this case.
Gradient-based optimization methods are regarded as
suitable tools to determine the values of these hyperparameters, as the gradients of the logarithm of the evidence (12) with respect to the hyperparameters θ can
be derived analytically. We usually collect {ln σ, ln κ}
as the set of variables to tune. This deﬁnition of tunable variables is helpful to convert the constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained optimization
problem. The gradients of ln P(D|θ) with respect to
these variables can be derived as follows:
∂ ln P(D|θ)
−1
= κ2 f TMAP Σ−1 ∂Σ
f MAP
∂ ln κ
∂κ Σ
κ
−1
−1 −1 ∂Σ
− 2 trace (Σ + ΛMAP ) Σ ∂κ ΛMAP
MAP
,
− κ2 trace (Σ−1 + ΛMAP )−1 ∂Λ∂κ
∂ ln P(D|θ)
=
∂ ln σ
− σ2 trace

(14)

MAP (uk ) )
m ∂ ln Φ( fMAP (vk√)−f
2σ
σ k=1
∂σ
MAP
.
(Σ−1 + ΛMAP )−1 ∂Λ∂σ

(15)

Then gradient-descent methods can be employed to
search for the maximizer of the log evidence.
2.3. Prediction
Now let us take a test pair (r, s) on which the preference relation is unknown. The zero-mean latent
variables f t = [f (r), f (s)]T have correlations with
the n zero-mean random variables of training samples
{f (xi )}ni=1 .4 The correlations are deﬁned by the covariance function in (2), so that we have the prior joint
multivariate Gaussian distribution, i.e.


Σ kt
0
f
∼N
,
0
ft
k Tt Σt
T

K(r, x1 ), K(r, x2 ), . . . , K(r, xn )
and
K(s, x1 ), K(s, x2 ), . . . , K(s, xn )
K(r, r) K(r, s)
Σt =
. So the conditional distriK(s, r) K(s, s)
bution P(f t |f ) is a Gaussian too. The predictive distribution of P(f t |D) can be computed as an integral
over f -space, which can be written as

(16)
P(f t |D) = P(f t |f )P(f |D) df .
where k t =

The posterior distribution P(f |D) can be approximated as a Gaussian by the Laplace approximation.
The predictive distribution (16) can be ﬁnally simpliﬁed as a Gaussian N (f t ; µ , Σ ) with mean
µ = [µr , µs ]T = kTt Σ−1 f MAP = kTt β
4

(17)

The latent variables f (r) and f (s) are assumed to be
distinct from {f (xi )}n
i=1 .

and variance
Σ =

Σrr
Σsr

Σrs
Σss

= Σt −kTt (I+ΛMAP Σ)−1 ΛMAP kt .

(18)
The predictive preference
P(r  s|D) can be evalu
ated by the integral P(r  s|f t , D)P(f t |D)df t that
yields

µr − µs
P(r  s|D) = Φ
(19)
σ
where σ2 = 2σ 2 + Σrr + Σss − Σrs − Σsr .
2.4. Discussion
The evidence evaluation (12) involves solving a convex programming problem (10) and then computing
the determinant of an n × n matrix, which costs CPU
time at O(n3 ), where n is the number of distinct instances in the preference pairs for training which is
potentially much fewer than the number of preference
relations m. Active learning can be applied to learn
on very large datasets eﬃciently (Brinker, 2004). The
fast training algorithm for Gaussian processes (Csató
& Opper, 2002) can also be adapted in the settings
of preference learning for speedup. Lawrence et al.
(2002) proposed a greedy selection criterion rooted in
information-theoretic principles for sparse representation of Gaussian processes. In the Bayesian framework
we have described, the expected informativeness of a
new pairwise preference relation can be measured as
the change in entropy of the posterior distribution of
the latent functions by the inclusion of this preference.
A promising approach to active learning is to select
from the data pool the sample with the highest expected information gain. This is a direction for future
work.

3. Learning Label Preference
Preference relations can be deﬁned over the instances’
labels instead of over the instances. In this case, each
instance is associated with a predeﬁned set of labels,
and the preference relations over the label set are deﬁned. This learning task is also known as label ranking. The preferences of each training sample can be
presented in the form of a directed graph, known as
a preference graph (Dekel et al., 2004; Aiolli & Sperduti, 2004), where the labels are the graph vertices.
The preference graph can be decomposed into a set
of pairwise preference relations over the label set for
each sample. In Figure 1, we present three popular
examples as an illustration.
Suppose that we are provided with a training dataset
{xi , Ei }ni=1 . xi ∈ Rd is a sample for training and Ei
is the set of directed edges in the preference graph
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Laplace approximation again to evaluate the evidence.
The MAP estimate is equivalent to the solution to the
following optimization problem:

1
1

2

3

4

5

(a) Classification

1

2

3

4

5

(b) Ordinal Regression

2

3

4

5

gi
L
n 

1  T −1
f Σ f −
ln Φ(zij ) (23)
min Š(f ) =
f
2 a=1 a a a i=1 j=1

(c) Hierarchical
multiclass setting

Figure 1. Graphs of label preferences, where an edge from
node i to node j indicates that label i is preferred to label j. (a) standard multiclass classiﬁcation where 3 is the
correct label. (b) the case of ordinal regression where 3 is
the correct ordinal scale. (c) a multi-layer graph in hierarchical multiclass settings that speciﬁes three levels of label
preferences.
gi
j−
for xi , denoted as Ei = {cj+
← cj−
i
i }j=1 where ci
is the initial label vertex of the j-th edge while cj+
i
is the terminal label, and gi is the number of edges.
Each sample can have a diﬀerent preference graph over
the labels. The Bayesian framework for instance preferences can be generalized to learn label preferences
similarly to Gaussian processes for multiclass classiﬁcation (Williams & Barber, 1998). We introduce distinct Gaussian processes for each predeﬁned label, and
the label preference of the samples are preserved by the
latent function values in these Gaussian processes via
the likelihood function (5).

The prior probability of these latent functions P(f )
becomes a product of multivariate Gaussians, i.e.

L
L


1
1 T −1
f
P(f a ) =
exp
−
Σ
f
n
1
2 a a a
2
2
a=1
a=1 (2π) |Σa |
(20)
where f a = [fa (x1 ), fa (x2 ), . . . , fa (xn )] and L is the
number of the labels. Σa is the covariance matrix deﬁned by the kernel function as in (2). The observed
j− gi
edges {cj+
i ← ci }j=1 require the corresponding funci
. Using the liketion values {fcj+ (xi ) ≥ fcj− (xi )}gj=1
i
i
lihood function for pairwise preferences (5), the likelihood of observing these preference graphs can be computed as
gi
n 

Φ(zij )
(21)
P(E|f ) =
i=1 j=1


where zij = √12σ fcj+ (xi ) − fcj− (xi ) and Φ(π) =
i
i
π
N
(γ;
0,
1)dγ.
The
posterior
probability can then
−∞
be written as


P(f |E) =

n gi
L

1 
Φ(zij )
P(f a )
P(E) i=1 j=1
a=1

(22)

Like (10), this is also a convex programming problem.
At the MAP estimate we have
= Σa β a
f MAP
a
∂

n

(24)

 gi

j
j=1 ln Φ(zi )

i=1
|f MAP
. The evidence
where β a =
∂f a
a
P(E), more exactly P(E|θ), with the Laplace approximation (MacKay, 1994), can be approximated as the
following expression accordingly:
1

P(E|θ) ≈ exp(−Š(f MAP ))|I + Σ̌Λ̌MAP |− 2

(25)

where
I is an nL × nL identity matrix, Λ̌MAP =

∂2−

gi
j=1
∂f ∂f T

n
i=1

ln Φ(zij )

|f MAP and Σ̌ is an nL × nL blockdiagonal matrix with blocks {Σa }. The gradients with
respect to θ can be derived as in (14)– (15) accordingly.
The optimal hyperparameters θ  can be discovered by
a gradient-descent optimization package.
During prediction, the test case xt is associated with
L latent functions {fa (xt )}L
a=1 for the predeﬁned labels respectively. The correlations between fa (xt )
and f a are deﬁned by the kernel function as in (2),
i.e. ǩt = [Ka (xt , x1 ), Ka (xt , x2 ), . . . , Ka (xt , xn )].5 The
mean of the predictive distribution P(fa (xt )|E, θ ) can
be approximated as E[fa (xt )] = ǩt β a where β a is deﬁned as in (24) at θ  . The label preference can then
be decided by
arg sorta=1,...,L E[fa (xt )].

(26)

This label preference learning method can be applied
to tackle ordinal regression using the preference graph
in Figure 1(b). Such an approach is diﬀerent from our
previous work on ordinal regression (Chu & Ghahramani, 2004). Both methods use Gaussian process prior
and implement ordering information by inequalities.
However the above approach needs L Gaussian processes while the approach in Chu and Ghahramani
(2004) uses only a single Gaussian process. For ordinal regression problems, the approach in Chu and
Ghahramani (2004) seems more natural.

4. Numerical Experiments

P(E|f )P(f )df is the model evidence.

In the implementation of our Gaussian process algorithm for preference learning, gradient-descent meth-

Approximate Bayesian methods can be applied to infer the optimal hyperparameter θ. We applied the

5
In the current work, we simply constrained all the covariance functions to use the same kernel parameters.

where P(E) =
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ods have been employed to maximize the approximated evidence for model adaptation.6 We started
from the initial values of the hyperparameters to infer the optimal ones.7 We also implemented the constraint classiﬁcation method of Har-Peled et al. (2002)
using support vector machines for comparison purpose (CC-SVM). 5-fold cross validation was used to determine the optimal values of model parameters (the
Gaussian kernel κ and the regularization factor) involved in the CC-SVM formulation, and the test error
was obtained using the optimal model parameters for
each formulation. The initial search was done on a
7 × 7 coarse grid linearly spaced by 1.0 in the region
{(log10 C, log10 κ)| − 2 ≤ log10 C ≤ 4, −3 ≤ log10 κ ≤
3}, followed by a ﬁne search on a 9 × 9 uniform grid
linearly spaced by 0.2 in the (log10 C, log10 κ) space.
We begin this section to compare the generalization
performance of our algorithm against the CC-SVM approach on ﬁve datasets of instance preferences. Then
we empirically study the scaling properties of the two
algorithms on an information retrieval data set. We
also apply our algorithm to several classiﬁcation and
label ranking tasks to verify the usefulness.
4.1. Instance Preference
We ﬁrst compared the performance of our algorithm
against the CC-SVM approach on the tasks of learning instance preferences. We collected ﬁve benchmark
datasets that were used for metric regression problems.8 The target values were used to decide the
preference relations between pairs of instances. For
each dataset, we randomly selected a number of training pairs as speciﬁed in Table 1, and 20000 pairs for
testing. The selection was repeated 20 times independently. The Gaussian kernel (2) was used for both
the CC-SVM and our algorithm. In the CC-SVM algorithm, each preference relation xi  xj is transformed
to a pair of new samples with labels +1 and −1 respectively. We report their test results in Table 1, along
with the results of our algorithm using the ARD Gaussian kernel (13). The GP algorithm gives signiﬁcantly
better test results than that of the CC-SVM approach
on three of the ﬁve datasets. The ARD kernel yields
better performance on the Boston Housing and comparable results on other datasets.
6
The source code written in ANSI C can be found at
http://www.gatsby.ucl.ac.uk/∼chuwei/plgp.htm.
7
In numerical experiments, the initial values of the hyperparameters were usually chosen as σ = 1.0 and κ = 1/d
where d is the input dimension. We suggest to try more
starting points in practice and then choose the best model
by the evidence.
8
These regression datasets are available at
http://www.liacc.up.pt/∼ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html.

Table 1. Test results on the ﬁve datasets for preference
learning. “Error Rate” is the percent of incorrect preference prediction averaged over 20 trials along with standard deviation. “m” is the number of training pairs and
“d” is the input dimension. “CC-SVM” and “GP” denotes the CC-SVM and our algorithm using the Gaussian
kernel. “GPARD” denotes our algorithm using the ARD
Gaussian kernel. We use bold face to indicate the lowest
error rate. The symbols  indicate the cases of CC-SVM
signiﬁcantly worse than that of GP; A p-value threshold of
0.01 in Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to decide this.
Dataset
Pyrimidines
Triazines
MachineCpu
BostonHouse
Abalone

m
100
300
500
700
1000

d
27
60
6
13
10

CC-SVM
16.01±2.29
20.37±1.32
15.31±1.26
13.30±1.08
18.76±0.35

Error Rate (%)
GP
GPARD
14.43±2.02
16.56±1.76
17.78±0.97
18.26±1.45
12.12±1.49
12.86±0.71
12.85±0.46
10.44±0.64
17.29±0.38
17.35±0.38

Hersh et al. (1994) generated the OHSUMED dataset
for information retrieval, where the relevance level
of the documents with respect to the given textual
query were assessed by human experts, using three
rank scales: deﬁnitely relevant, possibly relevant or
not relevant. In our experiment to study the scaling properties, we used the results of “Query 3” in
OHSUMED that contain 201 references taken from the
whole database (99 deﬁnitely, 59 possibly, and 43 irrelevant). The bag-of-words representation was used
to translate these documents into the vectors of “term
frequency”(TF) components scaled by “inverse document frequencies”(IDF). We used the “Rainbow” software released by McCallum (1996) to scan the title and
abstract of these documents to compute the TFIDF
vectors. In the preprocessing, we skipped the terms
in the “stoplist”,9 and restricted ourselves to terms
that appear in at least 3 of the 201 documents. So
each document is represented by its TFIDF vector
with 576 distinct elements. To account for diﬀerent
document lengths, we normalized the length of each
document vector to unity. The preference relation
of a pair of documents can be determined by their
rank scales. We randomly selected a subset of pairs
of documents (having diﬀerent rank scales) with size
{100, 200, . . . , 1000} for training, and then tested on
the remaining pairs. At each size, the random selection was 
carried out 20 times. The linear kernel
d
K(xi , xj ) = =1 xi xj was used for the CC-SVM and
our algorithm. The test results of the two algorithms
are presented in the left graph of Figure 2. The performances of the two algorithms are very competitive
on this application. In the right graph of Figure 2, the
circles present the CPU time consumed to solve (10)
and evaluate the evidence (12) once in our algorithm
9
The “stoplist” is the SMART systems’ list of 524 common words, like “the” and “of”.
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Figure 2. The left graph presents the test error rates on
preference relations of the OHSUMED dataset at diﬀerent
training data sizes. The crosses indicate the average values
over the 20 trials and the vertical lines indicate the standard deviation. The right graph presents the CPU time in
seconds consumed by the two algorithms.

while the crosses present the CPU time for solving the
quadratic programming problem once in the CC-SVM
approach. We observed that the computational cost
of the CC-SVM approach is dependent on the number
of preference pairs in training with scaling exponent
about 2.2, whereas the overhead of our algorithm is
almost independent of the number of training preference pairs. As we have discussed in Section 2.4, the
complexity of our algorithm is mainly dependent on
the number of distinct instances involved in the training data. Since the number of pairwise preferences
for training is usually much larger than the number
of instances, the computational advantage is one of
the merits of our algorithm over the CC-SVM-like algorithms.
4.2. Classification
Next, we selected ﬁve benchmark datasets for multiclass classiﬁcation used by Wu et al. (2004) and applied both the CC-SVM and our algorithm on these
tasks. All the datasets contain 300 training samples
and 500 test samples. The partitions were repeated 20
times for each dataset.10 The number of classes and
features of the ﬁve datasets are recorded in Table 2 denoted by L and d respectively. In our algorithm, the
preference graph of each training sample contains L−1
edges as depicted in Figure 1(a), and the predictive
class can be determined by arg maxa E[fa (xt )] where
E[fa (xt )] is deﬁned as in (26). In the CC-SVM algorithm, each training sample is transformed to 2(L − 1)
new samples that represent the L − 1 pairwise preferences (Har-Peled et al., 2002). The Gaussian kernel
(2) was used for both the CC-SVM and our algorithm.
We report the test results in Table 2, along with the
results of SVM with pairwise coupling cited from the
Table 2 of Wu et al. (2004). Our GP approach are
very competitive with pairwise coupling SVM and the
10
These classiﬁcation datasets are maintained
www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/papers/svmprob/data.

at

Table 2. Test results on the ﬁve datasets for standard multiclass classiﬁcation. “L” is the number of classes and “d”
denotes the number of input features. “Label Error Rate”
denotes the percent of incorrect predictions on class labels
averaged over 20 trials. “Pref Error Rate” denotes the
percent of incorrect predictions on preference relations averaged over 20 trials along with standard deviation. “PW”
denotes the results of SVM with pairwise coupling cited
from Wu et al. (2004). “CC-SVM” and “GP” denotes the
CC-SVM and our algorithm using the Gaussian kernel. We
use bold face to indicate the lowest error rate. The symbols
 indicate the cases of CC-SVM signiﬁcantly worse than
that of GP; A p-value threshold of 0.01 in Wilcoxon rank
sum test was used to decide the statistical signiﬁcance.
Label Error Rate (%) Pref Error Rate (%)
L/d
PW CC-SVM
GP
CC-SVM
GP
DNA
3/180 10.47
10.85
10.67 6.23±0.99 6.08±0.92

Waveform 3/21
16.23
16.76
15.22 8.39±0.84 7.62±0.79
Satimage
6/36 14.12
14.23
15.21 4.84±0.70 4.03±0.45
Segment
7/19 6.21
6.98
6.21 1.66±0.50 1.41±0.38
USPS
10/256 11.57
13.30
12.13 3.20±0.39 2.82±0.39
Dataset

CC-SVM algorithm on class label prediction, and signiﬁcantly better than the CC-SVM algorithm in pref-

erence prediction on two of the ﬁve datasets.
4.3. Label Ranking
To test on the label ranking tasks, we used the
decision-theoretic settings related to expected utility theory described by Fürnkranz and Hüllermeier
(2003). An agent attempts to take one action from a
set of alternative actions A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , aL } with the
purpose of maximizing the expected utility under the
uncertainty of the world states W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wd }.
The expected utility of act ai is given by E(ai ) =
d
j=1 pj Uij where the probability of state wj is pj and
the utility of acting ai in the state wj is Uij ∈ [0, 1].
In our experiment, the set of samples corresponding
to the set of probability vectors p, were randomly
generated according to a uniform distribution over
{p ∈ Rd |p ≥ 0, p1 +. . .+pd = 1}. We ﬁxed the number
of world states/features d = 10 and the number of samples n = 50, but varied the number of actions/labels
L from 2 to 10. The utility matrix was generated at
random by drawing independently and uniformly distributed entries Uij ∈ [0, 1]. At each label size, we
independently repeated this procedure 20 times. The
two algorithms employed the linear kernel to learn the
underlying utility matrix. In our algorithm, the preference graph of each training sample contains L(L−1)/2
edges and the label preference for test samples was decided by (26). In the CC-SVM algorithm, each training
sample was transformed to L(L − 1) new samples with
dL augmented features. The preference test rates and
averaged Spearman rank correlations are presented in
Figure 3. The rank correlation coeﬃcient for each test
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Figure 3. The left graph presents the preference test rates
of the two algorithms on the label ranking tasks with diﬀerent number of labels, while the right presents the averaged
rank correlation coeﬃcients. The middle crosses indicate
the average values over the 20 trials and the vertical lines
indicate the standard deviations.
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tions. Proceedings of the 21th International Conference
on Machine Learning (pp. 129–136).

d

2
a=1 (la −l̃a )
d(d2 −1)

case is deﬁned as 1−
where la is the true
rank and ˜la is the predictive rank. On this application,
our GP algorithm is clearly superior to the CC-SVM
approach on generalization capacity, especially when
the number of labels becomes large. The potential
reason for this observation might be that learning with
CC-SVM in the dL-dimensional augmented input space
becomes much harder.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a nonparametric Bayesian
approach to preference learning over instances or labels. The formulation of learning label preference
is also applicable to many multiclass learning tasks.
In both formulations, the problem size remains linear with the number of distinct samples in the training preference pairs. The existent fast algorithms for
Gaussian processes can be adapted to tackle large
datasets. Experimental results on benchmark datasets
show the generalization performance of our algorithm
is competitive and often better than the constraint
classiﬁcation approach with support vector machines.
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